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MODERNGLIDE

SERVICING YOUR MOVABLE WALLS

WHAT WE DO
ModernGlide delivers stylish and highly functional movable acoustic partitions to meet every need.
Our approach starts with a free consultation and a free no-obligation quotation. It ends with an installation
finely tuned to the customer’s needs.
Our years of experience, and a skilled specialist team, find the best solutions and budgetary match every
time. With an appointed project manager from start to finish.
The head office is based in Surrey, with experienced staff offering national coverage throughout the UK.

WHO WE ARE
ModernGlide Ltd is owned by business partners Neil O’Halleran and Aran Meadows who share 40 years’
experience in supplying movable acoustic partitions.
Our approach to business can be summed up in two simple phrases – ‘we can’ and ‘we care’.
To put it simply – We can – We’ve diligently searched out the very best product solutions from the UK,
Europe and beyond. This, together with our extensive experience and delight in finding answers, is what
we bring to our customers. We care – This is our company.
Our name and personal reputation goes with every installation. So we want to be the best and do our
best – time and time again.

ModernGlide are suppliers and installers of glass movable walls, folding partitions and acoustic glazed
doors, meeting the needs of clients nationwide. Our reputation has been built on the fitting of high-end
operable walls of the highest quality.
Our experienced fitting and maintenance engineers provide a comprehensive service to keep your glass
movable walls and sliding folding partitions in top working order. This can include one-off servicing and
maintenance or ongoing yearly contractual support with a full guarantee on all work undertaken.
OUR SERVICING COVERS:
Existing Installations – With almost no exception, our servicing team can keep your existing installation
working irrespective of which manufacturer created the original product. New ModernGlide Installations
– In harmony with our standard warranty, we can create a service plan to protect your investment.
Servicing Key Facts
• Cleaning and lubrication to the track and roller system
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Roller inspections and replacements
Panel adjustments
Operable seal checks
Profile inspections
Replacement parts and operating handles
Relocation of existing operable walls
Full service reports

PRODUCT SELECTOR

PRODUCT SELECTOR

MOVABLE ACOUSTIC WALLS

FLUSH GLAZED WALL

MG100-S

MG600-G

• Top hung individual panels

• Acoustic rating up to 45dB

• Highest acoustic rating – up to 60dB

• Frame can be powder coated to any RAL colour of choice

• Manual or semi-automatic seal operation option

• Manual or semi-automatic seal operation option
See page 10

See page 6

SLIDING FOLDING PARTITIONS

FLUSH GLAZED WALL

MG200-S

MG700-G

• Top hung or floor supported options available

• Single glazed top and bottom rail system

• Full height pass door as standard

• Top hung individual panels

• Centre or end folding stacking options

• Full height access door panel as standard
See page 11

See page 7

CONCERTINA VINYL/TIMBER

GLAZED ACOUSTIC DOOR

MG300-S

MG800-G

• Ideal low cost solutions

• 44mm thick flush glazed acoustic door

• Acoustic rating up to 46dB ( timber )

• Pivot, hinged or straight sliding options

• Single wing or bi-parting stacking

• Integral blinds option
See page 12

See page 8

STRAIGHT SLIDING DOOR

BI-FOLDING DOORS

MG400-S

MG900-G

• Quick and easy operation

• Top hung or floor supported options available

• Inline or pocket recess stacking

• Aluminium thermally broken or timber framed

• Top hung or floor supporting options

• Weather tested to current legislations

See page 9

See page 13

MOVABLE ACOUSTIC WALLS

SLIDING FOLDING PARTITIONS

MG100-S

MG200-S

Ideally suited for high specification movable wall projects,
due to their flexibility, extensive stacking arrangements and
high acoustic qualities.

Our most popular solution for acoustic partitions that
move. This continuously hinged acoustic partition system
is perfect for a quick and easy set up process.

The made to measure panels are operated by an internal
retractable mechanism and move quietly and quickly along
the head track. In their closed position the operable wall
panels are secure and ridged.

This system has a passdoor panel as standard, allowing
movement within the divided areas with ease.
No top support needed. Ideal for smaller openings with
slim line stacking.

A semi-electric option offers an even greater ease of use.
Key Facts
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Acoustic reduction from 37dB to 60dB
Top hung with no floor track
Panel widths 650mm to 1250mm
Height up to 10 metres
Passdoor options
Semi electric top and bottom seal options
Versatile stacking via single or double point suspension
Finishes include, melamine, laminate, veneer and white board
Integral glazing options
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Key Facts
•

Acoustic reduction from 38dB to 49dB

•

Top hung or floor supported

•

Panel widths 250mm to 900mm

•

Height up to 4000mm

•

Passdoor as standard.

•

Centre folding or end folding stacking options

•

Panel finishes include, melamine, laminate, veneer and white board

•

Integral glazing options
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CONCERTINA VINYL / TIMBER

STRAIGHT SLIDING DOOR

MG300-S

MG400-S

A quick, practical and flexible room divider.

This is a quick and easy way of closing off spaces with a
pull-and-push straight sliding panel system.

Taking seconds - and only one movement - to divide your
space with this concertina partition.
Manufactured with budget in mind, these vinyl concertina
partitions offer a true low-cost solution.This system is ideal
for installations within nurseries, village halls and hospitals.

Key Facts

It is ideal for where space limitations call for a stacking
partition system that takes up limited space.
Key Facts
•

Acoustic reduction from 37dB to 46dB

•

Top-hung or floor-supporting

•

Height up to 4,000mm

•

Acoustic reduction from 15dB to 46dB

•

Vinyl, melamine and veneer finishes

•

Top-hung or floor-supporting

•

Door ironmongery as standard

•

Height up to 6000mm in timber

•

Inline or pocket stacking

•

Panel finishes include vinyl, melamine, laminate and veneer

•

Lightweight

•

Multiple stacking options

•

Vision panel option
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FLUSH GLAZED WALL

FLUSH GLAZED WALL

MG600-S

MG700-S

Each panel is constructed with an aluminium frame and
finished with a flush sheet of toughened glass to both sides
of the panel – so giving a flush glazed appearance.

An individual glass panel system with top and bottom rails,
single glazed with minimal stacking space. Pivot door panel
as standard. The system creates space and privacy while
still providing the sense of an open and light area.

These panels retain a room’s spacious sense of proportion
and maximises light and clear viewing lines. The aluminium
frame can be coloured to match your design needs.

Key Facts
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Acoustic reduction from 37dB to 45dB
Inset or full height passdoor options
Top-hung so no need for a floor track
Height up to 4,000mm
Frames powder coated to match any RAL colour
Retractable top and bottom seals
Semi-electric seal options
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Top and bottom rails are finished in either satin-anodised
aluminium or colour powder-coated to your design needs.
Option for an inset passdoor within the opening.

Key Facts
•

600mm to 1200mm wide panels

•

Up to 4,000mm in height

•

Inset door option

•

Top-hung only

•

Manifestation options

•

Section of ironmongery

•

Various stacking options

•

Top and bottom rails powder coated to choice
of RAL colour options

•

Straight sliding options
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GLAZED ACOUSTIC DOOR

BI-FOLDING DOORS

MG800-G

MG900-G

We are proud to have helped design and manufacture a
double-glazed door to fit within glass or solid partitions.

Minimum maintenance required to keep these bi-folding
doors looking great, making the 70mm thick aluminium
system one of our most popular.

The 44mm thick doors can achieve up to Rw 42dB. And
there are unique drop seals within the panel frame.

Key Facts
•

Up to 3000mm in height

•

Frame colour to suit

•

Ironmongery as standard

•

Internal blind options

•

Pivot or hinged fitting options

•

Straight sliding option
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Each panel is thermally broken for a greater thermal efficiency and each standard panel is manufactured with both
a top and bottom roller. Offers the choice of high-end
flush double-glazed, aluminium or timber finishes.
bi-folding doors Key Facts
•

Flush and double-glazed options

•

Aluminium or timber frame options

•

Weatherproof

•

Easy to operate

•

Robust hardware

•

Low thresholds

•

Top-hung or bottom-supporting

•

Security hinges

•

Single opening stacking or bi-folding at both ends
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2 Lyon Road, Walton On Thames
Surrey KT12 3PU
T: 01932 918338
E: sales@modernglide.co.uk

www.modernglide.co.uk

